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Packaging Trends for AI
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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI) makes it possible for machines to learn from experience, adjust to new inputs and 
perform human-like tasks. AI or deep learning is expected to be applied to a wide range of applications, 
including connectivity or Internet of Things (IoT), big data processing and servers, cloud services, 
autonomous driving, 5G communications, smart factory or Industry 4.0, robotics, AR/VR. The package 
choice depends on many factors including design, density, reliability, and supply chain. This presentation 
examines the applications using AI and the packages in production today. The presentation also discusses 
future packages expected for these applications. Package choice, design, and materials impact and the 
importance of co-design will be discussed.
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5G enabler : Advanced Packaging
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Abstract
5G will totally redefine how the radio frequency (RF) front-end interacts in-between the network and the 
modem and the new RF bands, sub-6 GHz, and mm-wave pose big challenges for the industry. LTE 
evolution has led to complex architecture in today’s mobile phones, mostly due to carrier aggregation and 
RF’s board area and available antenna space have been reduced, leading to a densification trend with more 
handset OEMs adopting power amplifier modules and implementing new technics, i.e. antenna-sharing 
between LTE and WiFi. More densification in front-end modules will be required to enable new band 
integration and without tight integration 5G NR in the mmWave spectrum won’t be able to deliver the multi-
gigabit speeds that is the key USP of 5G. Advanced multi die SiP packaging holds a large set of key 
technologies to address all flavors of 5G requirements that will enable its implementation in mobile.Advanced
packaging represents an opportunity to increase end-product value offering advantages both in the scaling 
and functional roadmaps. Fan-Out platforms are increasingly viewed as one of the top options amongst 
leading package technologies. Fan-Out Packaging technology is not only a bridge to the CPI mismatch in 
pitch size but it is also a solution for functional performance and package dimension. Fan-Out packaging is 
essentially adopted in Radar for Automotive, APE for Smartphones and now potentially Antenna-in-Package 
for 5G mmWave smartphones and stacked memories-on-substrate for HPCs. Currently, all key players of 
different business models have Fan-Out packaging solutions in the market with a strong emphasis on cost 
and performance trade-off between Panel-level vs Wafer-level processing.
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Semiconductors in a world where safety rules supreme
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Abstract
Advanced packaging solutions incorporate multiple die into packages using a broad range of new techniques
and technologies. These solutions have many benefits – lowering cost, reducing power consumption, 
increasing performance and more. However, they come with elevated risk – the more complex the solution, 
the more care we need to take to ensure we are delivering perfect parts. After all, in safety-critical 
applications like the autonomous and connected car, failures cannot be tolerated.
In this presentation, we will present some of the quality and reliability challenges introduced by advanced 
packaging technologies and how Big Data Analytics can be leveraged to mitigate the risks.
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Holistic Approach to Improve the Reliability of Advanced Heterogeneous Packaging by 
Chemistry
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Abstract
Heterogeneous integration involves the assembly of separately manufactured components and requires the 
combination of a broad variety of different materials with different characteristics. Redistribution layers 
(RDLs) consisting of Cu conductor lines and organic dielectric are key components of a variety of 
technologies to connect the various functional components. In particular, fan out wafer level packaging 
(FOWLP) with decreasing lines and spaces (L/S) was developed as an enhancement to standard WLP to 
allow for higher performance, decreased form factor, and significant cost reduction. Next generation FOWLP 
require decreasing the RDL pitch down to 1 µm or even below, which involves challenges in terms of 
reliability of the Cu conductor lines.With decreasing L/S, mechanical properties of RDL Cu lines become 
increasingly important. This is especially true with regard to the variety of materials, which are in direct 
contact upon heterogeneous integration of different components. In order to improve the reliability of such 
assembly, the mechanical properties of the individual materials need to be optimized. However, this 
improvement is limited by issues upon scaling down the Cu conductor lines. Thus, a different approach is 
required to provide sufficient reliability. In addition to optimization of the individual materials, a holistic 
approach would include the surrounding materials within the package. Recent findings emphasize the 
importance of the formation of a proper composite with the adjacent dielectric to improve the reliability of the 
Cu conductor lines. Utilization of the surrounding materials by composite formation constitutes a promising 
strategy to fulfill reliability criteria of upcoming FOWLP applications. Composites may benefit from synergistic
effects and overcome limitations of the individual components. Different chemistry solutions will be discussed
with respect to their impact on composite formation and suitability for potential 5G applications.
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Product on Board Test Method for Advanced Reliability Performance of a Large 0.3 mm 
Pitch Wafer Level Chip Scale Package
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Abstract
Board level reliability tests are well known for electronic packaging qualification for consumer markets in the 
semiconductor industry. The existing JEDEC/IPC board level methodology tests on daisy chains (DC) for 
chip-package-board-interaction (CPBI) apply well to traditional packaging solutions for non-extreme low K 
dielectric (ELK) fab nodes. Future products require new methods of reliability testing for advanced silicon 
nodes and advanced packaging, especially for the demanding automotive industry.
Currently, DC designs do not accurately reflect a product design. DC designs have a reduced layer stack and
usually no back-end of line (BEOL) ELK stack. Thus, the second level interconnect performance of the ELK 
and/or reduced pin count, is not covered. The new approach to reflect product conditions is a component on 
board setup with industrial standard or to the customer life board with live product. This allows quantification 
of the complete value chain including chip, package, and board as a component manufacturer. The method 
reported here comprises results from advanced wafer level chip scale packages (WLCSP) and others. The 
full functional test used for live components on board including automatic handling generates a higher 
sensitivity and throughput compared to DC testing. The reuse of this methodology for high volume 
manufacturing monitoring (HVMM) is also possible.
In temperature cycling tests on board (TCoB), a significantly reduced cycle count to failure (up to a factor of 
3) with live product on board compared to daisy chain on board tests-the analyzed failure mechanisms are 
the same. This is due to the higher sensitivity of the full functional test program, specifically, the IR drop 
sensitivity. This allows for the study of the initiation and propagation of cracks or delamination providing a 
tool set for enhanced CPBI validation.
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Stretching the Performance Envelope of ATE PCBs
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Abstract
In today's production test environment, high power, high speed, high ball count, tight pitch and increased 
parallelism drive complexity into the ATE interface / probe card PCB. 

These factors inevitably drive PCB layer counts up, beyond what can be achieved in single lamination 
printed circuit boards, forcing more expensive and time consuming processes such as sequential lamination 
and HDI techniques.

This presentation will discuss PCB fabrication constraints, technology extenders and introduces an 
alternative to standard PCB processing techniques. Power integrity, signal integrity, manufacturing 
throughput and reliability characteristics of available options will be compared. 
Specific examples to be discussed include: 
-Multitier PCB with 0.3mm DUT pitch in a 310mil thick PCB. 
-Memory test application with 100,000 pads and via interconnects in a 600mil thick PCB 
-WLCSP application with 0.35mm pitch in a 250 thick PCB
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Don't Let Your ADAS Chips Crash! Test Them!
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Abstract
Through integration and evolution, automotive features such as cruise control, parking sensors, dashboard 
cameras, engine temperature monitors, tire pressure monitoring systems and others have significantly 
improved driver, passenger and pedestrian safety. More recently, advanced driver assistance systems 
(ADAS) have moved from fiction to fruition through extensive research, elaborate trials and 
1855development efforts. The success and potential of ADAS, has been the catalyst that triggered human 
belief that we can move from "less-driver cars" to "driverless cars" commonly known as autonomous vehicles
(AVs).
While AVs utilize the information provided by ADAS, they expand the information scope by using an eclectic 
range of ADAS sensors. Sensors gather similar environmental and situational information (internal and/or 
external to the vehicle) from different points of view. These differing captures offer both information 
uniqueness and redundancy allowing the system to make well-informed decisions which ensure driver, 
passenger and pedestrian safety.
AVs success and ability to avoid accidents relies on the success of their ADAS building blocks, which in turn 
rely on the testing quality that certifies each ADAS sub-system. As the name implies, ADAS is a system and 
therefore requires each of its individual components to be tested initially on a unit level and the integrated 
product at a system level. Unit-level tests verify parametric and performance-related specifications, while the 
system-level testing verifies hardware and software integration of the sensors with the computational engine.

Utilizing publicly available information from the leading ADAS suppliers, this presentation will explore testing 
the vision aspect of ADAS focusing on radar, LiDAR, camera modules and computing engines. It will address
the wafer test, partially assembled test, final test and system-level tests. Testing is an essential part of the 
quest for crash avoidance.
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Connected Driving
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Abstract
Development of automotive electronic systems is driven by three major trend: Electrification, Automation, and
Connectivity. Each of these trends will bring specific reliability challenges:
Electrification will revolutionize the entire powertrain and the required road infrastructure. Gradually but 
steadily, combustion engines will decrease their market share. Power electronics will be one of the key 
drivers of this development by remarkable innovations. New encapsulating materials will be introduced to 
meet these new requirements. In addition, sensors and control electronics will be added directly to the power
stages for enhanced performance and safety. This increases the heterogeneity and complexity of these 
systems.
Automated driving will revolutionize transportation system. By 2025, conditionally and highly automated 
driving will reach SAE levels 3 and 4, respectively. By 2030, it will also be available in complex traffic 
situations, e.g., urban areas, and will reach SAE level 5. The highly automated vehicles will increase safety, 
provide greater comfort, and improve the traffic flows. New service modes seem to give a clear preference to
car-sharing options over individual ownership. Consequently, the total operational time will significantly 
increase.
Connectivity will introduce consumer inspired technology components to harsh environments. Advanced 
integration and packaging schemes, such as system on chip (SoC) and system in package (SiP) based on 
smallest technologies nodes (e.g., 7 nm), will be introduced to automobiles with high reliability and fail-safe 
operation requirements.
In my presentation I will try to answer what are the emerging reliability challenges for electronic packaging 
due to three major trends in automotive.
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Chip Package Interaction Test structure design to address challenges from products with 
RF specific back end of line metallization options on Flip Chip ETS substrate
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Abstract
The growing interest in applications for 5G communication has generated some efforts in developing new 
Back End of Line (BeoL) schemes in the Semiconductors industry. In particular, BeoL stacks with Ultra Thick 
Metal (UTM) for RF mmWAVE applications have come to the forefront. However the high thickness of the 
UTM (~3um) can induce significant residual stress, which brings up new challenges related to wafer and die 
warpage. The die warpage becomes quite critical during the temperature cycle that the silicon die undergoes
during the flip chip assembly process.
In addition, the market pressure to reduce assembly costs in packaging is driving the use of coreless 
Embedded Trace Substrates (ETS). The use of low cost substrates such as ETS can potentially reduce the 
assembly process margins: an ETS coreless substrate can be more prone to warpage during the assembly 
process than core substrates. The combination of silicon die and ETS substrate warpage can cause 
assembly yield loss as well as potential reliability issues.
In this work we present the study of a Chip Package Interaction (CPI) test vehicle, with a Cu double Ultra 
Thick Metal implemented in a GLOBALFOUBDRIES 22FDX® BeoL stack. This test vehicle has been 
assembled using an Embedded Trace Substrate (ETS). This work is focusing on testing CPI structures that 
have been implemented to catch warpage and stress related fails through electrical test before and after the 
reliability environmental stress. Three different types of CPI sensor structures have been designed and 
implemented in the CPI test vehicle, in order to detect cracks in the BeoL and die warpage driven fails during
and post assembly.
Assembled dies of this test vehicle have undergone JEDEC standard reliability environmental test stresses. 
In conclusion, the GLOBALFOUNDRIES 22FDX® double UTM BeoL used in this work proved to be robust 
enough to pass the JEDEC standard reliability environmental test stress in a standard flip chip package with 
ETS substrate.
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Effect of harsh temperature ramp rates on solder joints of Wafer-Level CSPs in board level 
reliability tests.
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Abstract
Board level reliability qualifications based on automotive mission profiles take a huge amount of time. This is 
caused by harsh operation conditions in the field as well as the extended lifetime requirements compared to 
consumer electronics. Further reduction of the testing time is the major goal of accelerated testing. 
Temperature cycling tests simulate thermomechanical stress in the component and its interconnect 
technology. Optimizing the parameters of thermal cycling conditions is the most used approach in the 
literature to accelerate field relevant failure mechanism. A decrease in the parameter temperature ramp time 
influences testing time in two ways: Reduction in cycles to failure and direct reduction of cycle time. 
However, the quantitative effect on lifetime and the resulting failure mechanism have to be evaluated, 
especially for conditions which are less usual like liquid to liquid thermal shock. Some authors argue, that 
different failure mechanism may be triggered by those potentially exaggerated conditions. Nevertheless, 
cross sections of liquid to liquid aged components can only rarely be found in the literature. This investigation
shows the lifetime as well as the failure mechanism in a Wafer-Level CSP and a common 1206 resistor over 
a broad range of different ramp rates. This includes conventional thermal cycling and thermal shock up to 
liquid to liquid testing. Electrical monitoring of the WLCSP solder joints indicates, that the characteristic 
lifetime is decreased for harsh ramp rates. Cross sections demonstrate, that the failure mechanism is solder 
fatigue in all cases. Detailed analysis shows, that the microstructure aging is comparable in all stages of 
damage evolution in terms of precipitate coarsening, onset of recrystallization and crack growth.
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Development of a Modular Test Setup for Reliability Testing under Harsh Environment 
Conditions
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Abstract
The increasing contribution of electronics to the functionality of automotive vehicles pursues the demand for 
highly integrated, low power, and very reliable electronics. To fulfil the application requirements of automotive
electrification and connectivity the electronics packaging performance has become a dominant factor of the 
electronics system capability. In addition, chip package interaction has become important in advanced 
semiconductor technology nodes.
The Industry is developing and manufacturing various package approaches to meet different application 
needs. These packages are exposed to multiple load cases. Both, the large number of package approaches 
as well as the variety of mission profiles have to be considered in the development process of reliable 
packages which leads to the need to develop a modular test setup concept.
In this presentation a modular test setup is going to be shown which addresses the ability to perform multiple
reliability analysis of different package types at board and package level according to standard (e.g. AEC-
Q100) or mission profile specifications. Using the test setup packages with sizes of up to 50x50 mm², a pitch 
as small as 0.4 mm and very high I/O counts (>1,000) can be considered. The recently used configuration is 
capable for simultaneous testing of 16 packages. Since its modular design, the setup can be adopted to 
other test lot sizes and test group configurations easily.
As an initial verification prove point biased temperature humidity tests (THB 85/85) for up to 1,500 hours on a
FCCSP package have been accomplished. Detailed characterisation of the developed test setup - offering a 
maximum voltage of 35 V or maximum current of 1.5 A for up to 8 individual channels - under THB conditions
has been done. Monitoring with a high resolution in terms of time (<1 s), voltage (<1 mV) and current (<<1 
µA) is available. This enables tracking of immediate humidity responses and package humidity uptake.
Additional setup enhancements have be implemented to prepare for conducting temperature cycling on 
board and uniaxial vibration tests.
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Board Level Reliability results for a two side molded WLCSP
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Abstract
Increasingly WLCSP are used as solution for packaging, especially when the area needed for I/O matches 
the area needed for the function. Industry trend is to go thinner devices and smaller pitches. The mechanical 
integrity of WLCSP’s is stressed not only in the application, but also during board assembly at the customer.
The breakthrough technology presented provides protection for both the top and bottom of the product, thus 
protecting the 8 corners of the device. Balancing the front and back side thickness of the compound enables 
reduction of the overall height while at the same time improve the BLR performance compared to more well-
known 5 side protected WLCSP in the same package thickness.
In 2018, I have presented the process flow and issues related to handling for 2 side molded WLCSP, using 
different molding materials and processes. I also indicated the board level reliability results for TMCL and 
drop test, however these were not completed at the time of the conference.
In the meantime, we do have the results and the analysis of the results for sharing. The presentation will 
focus on the Surface Mounting process optimization as well as on the final TMCL and drop test results as 
function of minimum and typical solder quantity. The last part will be the outlook on this activity to bring this to
an industrial standard for the selected materials.
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Advanced Assembly Materials for Enabling Heterogeneous Integration and System-in-
Package (SiP) Applications
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Abstract
For a majority of the wafer fabs and applications, as the front-end lithography nodes move towards 7nm and 
lower, the upfront cost of the photolithography equipment and the total cost of ownership of the process 
outweighs the benefit gained from this technology. Only less than a handful of manufacturers can continue to
invest in the bleeding edge front end lithography technology. Due to technological complexity of such 
processes, the pace of node shrinkage has slowed down sharply compared to Moore’s law. In the last few 
years, backend packaging technology has moved from being considered an afterthought for assembling the 
silicon device to the forefront for improving the performance of the packaged device. Mega trends like big 
data, artificial intelligence, 5G connectivity and autonomous driving applications are the drivers for advanced 
packaging of semiconductor devices. Advanced packaging enables these next generation devices to have 
higher bandwidth, faster processing speeds, reduction in form factor, reduction in total cost of packaging, and
other benefits depending on the packaging technology used. 

Advanced packaging architectures present a myriad of assembly challenges that require innovation in 
packaging materials and processes. Requirements for packaging density, performance and cost vary 
between end applications such as mobile, high performance computing and automotive components. Various
challenges are addressed by advanced packaging materials in all these applications.

In this paper, we will present the pain points of advanced packaging methods and recent advancements in 
assembly material technologies for encapsulation using liquid compression molding (LCM), underfills (CUF, 
NCP NCF), warpage control, electro-magnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials that enable these 
advanced packages. Advanced assembly material development is critical to meet the stringent performance 
and packaging requirements for high performance micro-electronic devices. 
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Abstract
In packaging of power modules and small motors for automobile, surface finishes are required for proper 
solder joint formation, and Ni/Au or Ni/Pd/Au and so on are generally used as the metallization. As a 
deposition method of these metals, wet plating is drawing attention because of mass productivity and cost 
performance. Recently, SiC power devices have been developed to maximize the efficiency of the systems, 
however it will still take more time for the solution of thermal problems. Therefore some manufacturers has 
been already starting to evaluate high melting point solder (300 °C or higher). Another technical item to 
consider is to decrease in Si thickness. In this case, there are some problems regarding increasing wafer 
warpage after plating, suppression of Sn-Ni IMC thickness and crack after reflow due to the reflow 
temperature rising by change to high melting point solder. We found that low-P content electroless Ni can 
solve these issues.
 
i) Improvement of wafer warpage
According to Ni plated wafer warpage simulation by Stoney’s formula, when Si thickness is halved, the 
amount of the warpage becomes about four times greater. In our previous research, it was revealed that the 
differences of thermal expansion coefficient of each layer were more dominant than the internal stress of 
deposited Ni film for wafer warpage. From further investigation, we also found that thinner Ni improved wafer 
warpage regardless of P content of Ni deposit.
 
ii) Suppression of Sn-Ni IMC thickness
By rising reflow temperature, increasing of Sn-Ni IMC thickness and cracks are caused in case of 
conventional middle-P content electroless Ni. Low-P content electroless Ni deposit can suppress the Ni 
erosion amount than that of middle-P content. These phenomena are considered to be derived from crystal 
structure of Ni-P deposit.
 
In this study, we considered the mechanism of technical advantages of Low-P content electroless Ni for thin 
wafer and high melting point solder.
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Abstract
With the evolution of advanced package technology of electronic components and semiconductor, demands 
have become severe for chip thinning, miniaturization, flexibility, and high reliability [1].
Plasma dicing is a promising singulation technology that dices wafers mounted on ring frames by plasma 
processing. It can offer many advantages over other dicing methods for thinning / miniaturization of chips, 
improvement in chip flexural strength, damage-less / particle-less processing and cost reduction [2].
To introduce plasma dicing it is necessary to optimize the total process integration and plasma dicing 
conditions according to chip size and structure of each device.
For small size devices without TEG on the dicing street, the process flow using photolithography mask is 
effective. Very small size, narrow streets and odd shaped chips can be realized by plasma dicing. The mask 
can be removed by ashing, but if there are high bumps, the ashing time will be longer and CoO (Cost of 
Owner-ship) will be worse. Therefore, Panasonic developed a method to remove the mask in the ring frame 
mounting state using a chemical without dicing tape damage. As a result, Panasonic have been able to 
provide a total process that enables mask removal without residue without deteriorating CoO.
In case of dicing street with TEG, singulation can be realized by a hybrid process combining laser grooving 
and plasma dicing. By using a suitable water-soluble mask for the same method, it was possible to remove 
the mask without residue after dicing, while forming and protecting the mask on structures such as bumps.

[1] S. Okita, Plasma Technologies Ease Wafer Manufacturing of IoT Devices, AEI February 2017
[2] S Okita, Improvement of the chip flexural strength by the Plasma Dicing technology, 2015 International 
Symposium on Dry Process
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Abstract
Moore’s law sharpened focus on shrinking gate dimensions to drive performance and cost. This paper 
explains emerging challenges as Moore’s law slows, with focus transitioning to the packaging side as the 
industry adopts heterogeneous integration and smaller line/space dimensions for better performance.
Technical requirements are more challenging; e.g., the interconnect and bumping process flow is as follows: 
barrier/seed layer deposition, patterning, plating, photoresist (PR) strip, and etch. Designers are using 
redistribution layers (RDL) in flip-chip designs to redistribute I/O pads to bump pads without changing the I/O 
pad placement. Under bump metallization (UBM) enhances reliability by providing the critical interface 
between the metal pad and solder bump. 
Higher I/O density with improved reliability and performance also leads to shrinking line geometries (from 
>10µm to sub-1µm) along with smaller bump diameter and pitch. As a result, the photoresist becomes more 
difficult to remove, calling for more effective methods.
Shrinking dimensions pose similar challenges in UBM/RDL etch. A critical requirement is to minimize 
undercut while removing barrier/seed layers. Higher undercut impacts mechanical integrity while insufficient 
removal leads to poor yield.
As thinner devices also drive performance and/or optimized form factor, wafers get thinner in MEMS, Power, 
RF, Image Sensors. Grinding damages the wafer surface, leaving microcracks, residual stresses and edge 
chipping. A subsequent process is needed to repair the surface, reduce stress and achieve desired 
thickness. Wet processing has emerged as a preferred method for surface treatment and wafer thinning 
while offering higher uniformity at lower cost.
This presentation explains technical results for PR strip, UBM/RDL etch and wafer thinning steps.
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Abstract
In-package integration of heterogeneous silicon to form chiplets is gaining momentum. To use vertical 
integration wafer thinning is of essence for heterogeneous integration of chiplets. To support the valuable 
wafer throughout the whole process with high yield, the employed temporary bond to a carrier wafer 
additionally to the separation must be well controlled and understood. Mechanical Debonding offers the 
advantage of using a Si support carrier in combination with room temperature debonding. For the 
intermediate adhesive dual layer systems with an adhesive and a release layer are studied, where the 
adhesive can be either a thermoplastic or a curable material. This leads not only to divergent process steps 
at bonding but also to a different behavior at elevated temperatures. Different materials and material classes 
are compared, therefor metrology for relevant parameters like total thickness variation (TTV) is employed 
after every critical process step to control the whole process.
In the presentation we will show different temporary bonding integration flows for chiplets, such as needed 
for heterogeneous integration in fan out devices, as well as high performance interposer packages. In more 
detail, the thickness evolution during processing and thinning will be reviewed and presented by high 
resolution thickness maps.
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Abstract
Panel Plating requirements are much more demanding as more applications migrate from Silicon to Panel 
assembly such as Panel level Fan Out to leverage the large sizes of the Panels. More recently 
Heterogeneous Integration like Intel’s Embedded Bridge (EMIB) or various other embedded die concepts are
also pushing the boundary for typical panel structures. Line widths and spaces less than 10 Microns, 
thickness uniformity better than 10%, via topology free of voids and the same height as the redistribution 
lines are critical.
 Traditional Panel Plating Tools are mostly for bulk processing and are not designed to handle these 
additional requirements so a new tool was required to overcome these challenges. An Electroplating process
is used with a Single panel per reservoir approach. An overhead transporter will bring the individual panels 
that will have been pre inserted in a rigid panel holder designed to handle large currents as well as reduce 
the warpage to a series of plating reservoirs as well as pre and post processing steps with the tool .
 The first process is to reduce voiding by removing all air in a vacuum chamber and then inserting degassed 
water in the same chamber to “prewet’ the panel. The Plating cells are customized for each metal layer but 
include a mechanism to allow the panel to be lowered in a structure with a shield to better align the electrical 
current between the material anodes and the Panel Holder as well as a louvered shear plate that is activated
at a certain frequency to improve the seed layering. This whole mechanism needs to be very close to the 
panel and minimize any warping.
This presentation will demonstrate that it is possible to achieve better line density, bump thickness uniformity 
and void free vias to allow semiconductor like assembly for Heterogeneous Integration on a standard Printed
Circuit Board instead of more expensive semi additive processes or silicon interposers
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Abstract
Wafer bonding can be considered as one of the key enabling technologies for future 3D devices in the 
microelectronic/photonic system industry. However, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) 
structures present on those devices require dedicated and compatible low temperature (LT) bonding 
schemes such as hybrid bonding. 
In LT bonding research hybrid bonding has lately become more and more the focus of attention, due to 
distinct advantages especially within semiconductor processing.
In this paper SUSS MicroTec introduces a novel highly flexible approach for atmospheric plasma surface 
activation that allows for versatile full wafer treatments and high bonding energies. The absence of directed 
ions and electrical fields in general translate in full CMOS compatibility of the new plasma concept, making it 
especially suited for hybrid bonding. The described surface activation approach can be optionally integrated 
in automated bond cluster platforms from SUSS MicroTec via an innovative tool integration concept also 
presented in this paper. The integration concept comes along with distinct advantages over vacuum plasma, 
such as increased throughput, higher cleanliness, lower tool footprint, reduced wafer handling, lower cost of 
ownership etc. as demonstrated in the scope of this publication.
The highly flexible chemistry that can be used within the new plasma activation approach also enables 
metal-oxide removal, i.e. reduction of copper oxide surfaces present at wafer-to-wafer (W2W) and collective 
die-to-wafer (D2W) hybrid bonding applications for 3D integration schemes.
 
In this work surface free energy (including polar and dispersive components), defectivity, bond-strength, 
surface hydration and the dependence of surface pre-treatment have been studied. Water contact angles 
(WCA) down to <7°C and free surface energies in the range of 77 mN/mm have been obtained, resulting in 
wafer bond strengths for low temperature fusion bonding significantly exceeding 2 J/mm².
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Abstract
MOEMS technology has undergone swift progress in recent decades. The ever prominent need for 
miniaturization and low cost has led many manufacturers to resort to MOEMS to address the optical 
requirements in their respective areas. One prominent use for MOEMS is in laser beam scanning systems 
and it is the laser sensor that most tech and car companies see as an essential component for self-driving 
cars.
 
This paper addresses the challenges of packaging MOEMS actuated micro mirrors (developed by STM) to 
create a laser scanner sub assembly for distance metering, on a standard die bonding platform embarked 
upon during the L4M2 ENIAC funded project. The complexity of the packaging is attributed to several issues,
from the handling of the 3D solid metal housing, requiring high precision and versatility when compared to 
standard flat substrates common in semiconductor assemblies, to various sub assembly procedures and 
handling of delicate MOEMS micro mirrors with keep-out zones and flex substrates. Such MOEMS devices 
also require a low defect yield in order to obtain a robust, reliable functional system. As such advanced 
metrology was integrated into a BESI die bonder in the form of a 3D image capturing system based on white 
light interferometry, capable of providing fast, real time, in-situ inspection of crucial parts, which are not 
possible to detect using conventional 2D cameras. Tilt measurement and bond line thickness measurement 
are all software features which were developed at BESI to analyse the 3D images and feedback the data for 
process auto correction by means of a 6-axis bondhead with possibilities of varying x, y, z, theta, Y-tilt and X-
tilt positions. A new clean room kit system installed in the die bonder was also developed to address ISO 
class 4 and lower since MOEMS are highly susceptible to debris and foreign matter. 
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Abstract
Minimal fab technology is a different method of semiconductor production. Integrated chip (IC) manufacturing
facilities usually require billions of dollars in investment, which can be provided by only a few companies with
the potential for high capital investments. Moreover, the conventional IC fabs require months to set up; 
whereas, minimal fabs can be up and running in days.
The minimal fab does not require a clean room environment. Instead, the wafers are placed in a secured, 
clean-room-like container termed as the “shuttle” and loaded on the process stations. The transparent red 
material makes the wafer visible and blocks the UV radiation. It has been noted that the minimal fab uses 
maskless exposure technology, which means the traditional photomask preparation time (which typically 
takes months) can be avoided. Minimal fabs use direct draw and exposure, which makes it possible to avoid 
the photomasks. Furthermore, as the production is on wafer-to-wafer basis, the feedback is rapid.
From an operational perspective, owing to the high capital cost and duration involved in set-up, conventional 
fabs require 24 hours of operations. Whereas, minimal fabs are able to operate effectively based on flexible 
production and working hours. Furthermore, minimal fabs require less time to convert research into 
production. Moreover, as minimal fabs do not require clean room environments, and as their systems are 
designed to be energy efficient and smaller, power consumption is estimated to be just one-tenth of that of 
conventional IC fabs. Therefore, Minimal fabs prove to be both operationally flexible and cost-efficient.

Half-inch FOWLP Process Line utilizing Minimal Fab will be presented.
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Abstract
Our industry has reinvented itself through multiple disruptive changes in market, products, and technology. 
We are at the triple inflection point, brought about by tech company disruption, Moore's Law plateauing, and 
the explosive growth of the digital economy. Continued progress will require a new vision for electronic 
innovations. This paper shows examples of Heterogeneous Integration (SiP) for two market segments, Smart
Phone and HPC Server and describes the purpose and organization of the Heterogeneous Integration 
Roadmap.
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